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International Negotiations and
Domestic Politics: The Case of IMF
Labor Market Conditionality
Teri L+ Caraway, Stephanie J+ Rickard,
and Mark S+ Anner
Abstract What is the role of international organizations ~IOs! in the formulation
of domestic policy, and how much influence do citizens have in countries’ negotia-
tions with IOs? We examine these questions through a study of labor-related condi-
tionality in International Monetary Fund ~IMF! loans+ Using new data from IMF
loan documents for programs from 1980 to 2000, we test to see if citizens’ economic
interests influence IMF conditionality+ We examine the substance of loan conditions
and identify those that require liberalization in the country’s domestic labor market
or that have direct effects on employment, wages, and social benefits+ We find evi-
dence that democratic countries with stronger domestic labor receive less intrusive
labor-related conditions in their IMF loan programs+We argue that governments con-
cerned about workers’ opposition to labor-related loan conditions negotiate with the
IMF to minimize labor conditionality+ We find that the IMF is responsive to domes-
tic politics and citizens’ interests+
Many scholars, policymakers, and citizens believe that international organizations
~IOs! constrain domestic policy+ Recent developments, such as the International
Monetary Fund ~IMF! loan programs in Ireland and Greece, seem to support this
conventional wisdom, since they stipulate policy reforms that must be undertaken
by the Irish and Greek governments to receive vital monies from the IMF+Although
IOs may constrain domestic policy, they do not do so equally in all countries+ The
IMF, for example, requires more extensive policy reforms in some countries than
in others+ Explaining this variation is integral to understanding how IOs influence
the formulation of domestic policy+
Authors are listed in order of relative contribution+ We thank research assistants Jacob Westlund,
Dong Fang, Susan Kang, and Mark Gough, and the Pennsylvania State University’s College of the
Liberal Arts and the University of Minnesota’s MacMillan Travel Fund for research support+ For invalu-
able suggestions and encouragement, we also thank Todd Allee, Lawrence Broz, Mark Copelovitch,
Axel Dreher, Steph Haggard, Daniel Y+ Kono, David Lake, Sara McLaughlin Mitchell, Chad Rector,
David Singer, Randy Stone, and Jim Vreeland+ Supplementary material for this article can be found at
www+journals+cambridge+org0ino2012001+
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We argue that the extent to which IOs influence domestic policy depends, in
part, on domestic interests+ For example, Greek citizens poured into the streets to
protest the austerity policies that were expected to accompany an IMF loan+
Although the agreed-upon loan conditions stipulated significant policy reforms,
important compromises were made—the lowest-paid workers received protection
from the cuts in public-sector wages and pensions, and no binding conditions were
set for state employee layoffs or controls on private-sector wage increases+1 These
compromises were, in part, a response to the public protests by Green citizens+
The Greek case points to the importance of considering domestic interests as a
potential determinant of international negotiations’ outcomes+ To this end, we
explore when and under what conditions citizens’ interests influence negotiations
between national government executives and IMF staff+ Specifically, we examine
the extent to which workers’ interests shape IMF loan conditions+
The IMF is often at the center of debates about the role of citizens’ interests in
international negotiations+ Although citizen groups are frequently assumed to be
unable to significantly influence IMF policy, we find evidence that the economic
interests of an important group of citizens, namely workers, can influence IMF
loan conditions+ Among democratic countries that borrowed money from the IMF
between 1980 and 2000, those with stronger domestic labor received less-intrusive
labor-related conditions ~that is, conditions that stipulate domestic labor market
reforms!+ When workers have the potential to be politically powerful, govern-
ments not only negotiate with the IMF to minimize labor-related conditions, but
the IMF is also more likely to accede to these demands+
This finding has several important implications for studies of IMF conditional-
ity and international organizations more generally+ First, governments facing pow-
erful labor at home receive fewer and less intrusive labor-related loan conditions
by leveraging their opposition to reforms as bargaining chips in international nego-
tiations+ This finding confirms the logic of Putnam’s two-level game and Milner’s
argument that domestic actors’ preferences shape the terms of international coop-
eration+2 It also raises questions about precisely when and under what conditions
governments use IOs as “political cover” to enact unpopular policy reforms+
Second, citizens’ interests matter for international negotiations even during times
of crisis+When a national government faces an economic crisis, domestic workers
are particularly vulnerable+ Workers might be made to bear the brunt of the costs
of adjustment and governments desperate for IMF funds may be unable or unwill-
ing to push workers’ interests at the bargaining table+ However, our results sug-
gest that even in such times, workers can defend their interests+ Democratically
elected governments will negotiate with the IMF on behalf of powerful domestic
1+ See the Greek government’s letter of intent at ^http:00www+imf+org0external0pubs0ft0scr020100
cr10111+pdf&, accessed 30 October 2011; the IMF’s staff report at ^http:00www+imf+org0external0pubs0
ft0scr020100cr10110+pdf&, accessed 30 October 2011; and Dan Bilefsky and Landon Thomas, “Greece
Takes Its Bailout, but Doubts for the Region Persist,” New York Times, 3 May 2010, B1+
2+ See Putnam 1988; and Milner 1997+
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labor even during times of crisis, which suggests that the fate of labor in a world
of volatile finance may not be as bleak as researchers have commonly thought+
If citizens’ interests matter during a crisis, they likely also matter for inter-
national negotiations that occur during good times+Membership in many IOs, such
as the World Trade Organization ~WTO!, is commonly negotiated during noncri-
sis periods+ Although previous research demonstrates that citizens’ interests influ-
ence countries’ compliance with WTO rules,3 our study suggests that citizens’
interests may also influence the terms by which countries join the WTO+ Acces-
sion agreements affect the magnitude of the increase in trade that countries receive
from WTO membership+4 Citizens’ interests may therefore play a critical role not
only in negotiations with IOs and but also in the benefits from IO membership+
A third, related implication is that domestic interests condition the relationship
between IOs and domestic policy reform+ Loan programs vary in the intrusiveness
of their loan conditions, and this variance is in part a product of the political power
of domestic interests+ If we wish to understand how IOs affect specific domestic
economic and political outcomes, the missing link of citizens’ interests is a crucial
mediating variable+
Labor Conditions in IMF Programs
Loan conditions stipulate policy reforms that borrowing countries must undertake
to receive IMF funds5 and are ultimately an outcome of negotiations between
national governments and the IMF staff+ Governments may choose to represent
the interests of their citizens at the bargaining table+ For example, governments
may leverage citizens’ opposition to a proposed loan condition as a bargaining
chip in their negotiations with the IMF+ In this case, citizens’ interests will be
reflected in the loan conditions+ However, the extent to which citizens’ interests
actually influence loan conditions remains unknown, despite the large and still
growing literature on IMF conditionality+
The paucity of research about the role of citizens’ interests in IMF negotiations
is due, in part, to data limitations+ The IMF only recently made details of its loan
programs publicly available and easily accessible+ For every loan, there exist mul-
tiple documents containing vast quantities of detail+ Previous studies have quanti-
fied this immense amount of information by calculating the total number of
conditions in each country’s loan+6 However, citizens are unlikely to care about
3+ Rickard 2009+
4+ Allee and Scalera 2010+
5+ IMF 2001+
6+ See Gould 2003; Dreher 2004; Dreher and Vaubel 2004; Ivanova et al+ 2006; and Copelovitch
2010a and 2010b+ Stone 2008 focuses on the number of categories of conditions because they capture
the scope of conditions+
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the total number of loan conditions per se+ Citizens likely care more about some
policies than others+
We aim to solve this problem by examining the substance of IMF loan condi-
tions+ Rather than look at the total number of conditions, we examine instead what
the conditions require of recipient governments+ We focus our attention on labor-
related conditions+ These stipulate reforms of the country’s domestic labor market
and0or have direct effects on employment, wages, and social benefits ~for exam-
ple, privatization, wage freezes, pension reform!+
Labor-related conditions are a subset of IMF conditions ~see the appendix!+
Although labor-related conditions are increasingly common in IMF programs, they
are still far from ubiquitous+ Figure 1 displays the count of all IMF programs with
and without labor conditions from 1980 to 2000+ The height of the bar represents
the total number of IMF programs in that year ~that is, forty-two in 1993!+ The
lower portion, in gray, represents the number of programs that include conditions
on labor market reforms ~for example, five in 1993!+7 The upper portion in black
represents the number of programs without binding labor conditions ~for example,
thirty-seven in 1993!+
Labor conditions were not included in IMF programs prior to 1987+8 Since then,
however, the number of labor conditions has increased significantly+ On average,
about a quarter of the IMF programs after 1987 have labor conditions+ Labor con-
ditionality reached a sample peak in 1999 when nearly 44 percent of all IMF pro-
grams included at least one labor condition+
Although labor-related conditions are increasingly frequent in IMF programs,
labor conditionality varies considerably from country to country+ Even at their most
frequent in 1999, the majority of countries under IMF programs did not face labor
market reform conditions+ Why do some countries’ programs include labor condi-
tions while others do not? Why do some countries receive far more intrusive labor
reform conditions than others? We argue that this variation is due, in part, to cit-
izens’ interests and the role they play in negotiations between national govern-
ments and IMF staff+ But first we briefly review existing explanations for variation
in the total number of loan conditions across countries+
Existing Explanations
Previous studies of conditionality have generally offered three explanations for
why some countries receive more IMF conditions than others+ The first focuses
on the potential importance of domestic institutions and political constraints, spe-
7+ Only performance criteria are included+ These conditions are generally considered the strongest
form of conditionality because they must be met in order for the loans to be disbursed ~unless the
Executive Board grants a waiver!+
8+ Prior to 1987, the conditions imposed by the IMF followed a basic template+ Since then, the IMF
has expanded the scope and number of conditions for numerous issue areas, not just labor-related
conditionality+ Pauly 1999+
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cifically institutional or situational factors that impel governments to pay greater
attention to the policy preferences of the opposition parties+9 Some argue that
highly constrained governments will accept more conditions in order to evade
the constraints of domestic politics+10 Others argue that borrowing countries pre-
fer fewer conditions and use domestic constraints to reduce the scope of
conditionality+11
A second explanation for the cross-national variation in the number of loan
conditions focuses on a country’s economic circumstances+ A country in severe
economic distress may receive fewer conditions in light of their dire economic
situation+12 However, some have argued that the most vulnerable countries receive
9+ Pop-Eleches 2009+
10+ See Vreeland 2003 and 2006+
11+ See Krasner 1985; and Dreher and Vaubel 2004+
12+ Stone 2008+
FIGURE 1. IMF loan programs by year
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the largest number of conditions, in part because the IMF maximizes condition-
ality in the neediest countries+13
Third, some scholars ascribe an important role to geopolitics in determining the
total number of conditions in a country’s IMF program+ Previous studies show
that countries important to the United States tend to receive fewer conditions+ As
a consequence of the disproportionate influence of the U+S+ in the IMF, its allies
receive fewer conditions, all else equal+14 Copelovitch further demonstrates that
given the predominant position of the Group of Five ~G5! in the IMF, the intensity
and heterogeneity of G5 governments’ preferences affect loan conditions+15
In addition to studies of the total number of conditions, several previous studies
examine the effects of conditionality+ For example, Fang and Owen suggest that
loan conditions help nondemocracies lock in domestic policy reforms+16 In nonde-
mocracies, domestic policy reforms lack credibility because autocratic regimes face
few domestic audience costs+ IMF loan conditions help to impose such audience
costs thereby making reforms in nondemocracies relatively more credible than they
would be in the absence of IMF conditionality+
Mukherjee and Singer find that IMF conditions engender greater policy reform
when governments spend more on welfare programs because welfare spending mit-
igates the negative impacts of reform and liberalization+17 Mukherjee and Singer’s
findings provide indirect evidence of the disruptive effects of IMF-induced reforms
that include, for example, spikes in unemployment and increases in income vola-
tility+ Our analytical framework reflects Mukherjee and Singer’s exhortation to
examine the effects of domestic groups on negotiations between the IMF and
national governments+18 We do so by concentrating on the intrusiveness of condi-
tions that are of particular interest to workers+
Since domestic actors have varying interests, outlining interests precisely is nec-
essary to assess their impact on conditionality+ However, existing scholarship that
discusses the influence of voters and interest groups generally treats them in an
undifferentiated fashion+ Authors sometimes acknowledge that different domestic
actors have distinct interests, but the modeling strategies in existing studies do not
incorporate this fact+19 Domestic interests are sometimes conceptualized quite
bluntly as “the opposition,” which is assumed will oppose all reforms+20 Similarly,
authors who focus on the number of veto players—actors that can block policy
13+ Dreher 2003+
14+ See Polak 1991; and Dreher and Jensen 2007+ The United States has supported internationally
recognized collective labor rights through trade legislation ~for example, the social clause in the Gen-
eralized System of Preferences! and trade agreements ~for example, the U+S+-Jordan Free Trade Act!+
However, these mechanisms do not impose restrictions on the forms of labor conditionality examined
in this study+
15+ See Copelovitch 2010a and 2010b+
16+ Fang and Owen 2010+
17+ Mukherjee and Singer 2010+
18+ Ibid+, 58+
19+ See Ivanova et al+ 2006; and Mayer and Mourmouras 2008+
20+ Ramcharan 2002+
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change—often do not make the connections among actors, interests, and program
design+21 By focusing on labor, which has well-known preferences regarding labor-
related conditionality in IMF programs, we can pinpoint the extent to which work-
ers’ economic interests influence conditionality in the areas of most concern to
them+
It is unlikely that workers or citizens generally care about the total number of
conditions+ Because citizens are interested in those conditions that most directly
affect their economic well-being, it is difficult ~perhaps impossible! to examine
the effect of their interests on IMF programs using the total number of conditions+
We therefore focus on conditions in IMF programs that affect employment, wages,
social benefits, and labor market flexibility+ Public-sector reforms such as privat-
ization, reductions in the size of government, and freezes on government salaries,
have direct effects on workers, since they result in layoffs and reduced wages for
state employees+ Likewise, demands to control minimum wage or private-sector
wage increases affect worker incomes in the private sector+ Structural reforms to
public pensions and health care systems affect the benefits that workers covered
by these programs receive+ Enhancing labor market flexibility by reducing the cost
of firing workers, legalizing nonpermanent labor contracts, or decentralizing col-
lective bargaining affects workers by making jobs more precarious and0or by weak-
ening unions’ bargaining power+22
Since actors’ interests vary, and since these interests will be differentially affected
by specific components of IMF programs, future scholarship on the role domestic
actors play in shaping conditionality must specify actors’ interests and power, and
attend to the content of conditionality+ In the case of labor, we argue that the power
of domestic labor determines, in part, the intrusiveness of labor market reform
conditions in IMF programs+ Countries with stronger labor movements will receive
less intrusive, labor-related loan conditions than those with weak labor move-
ments, all else equal+
Negotiating Loan Conditions
IMF programs are the end products of a negotiation process between governments
and IMF staff+23 Since the IMF does not negotiate directly with domestic interest
groups, labor’s influence on conditionality depends on both its direct effect on the
government’s negotiating posture and its indirect effect on the IMF’s willingness
21+ Vreeland 2003+ Pop-Eleches 2009 incorporates veto players and the ideological orientation of
parties into his models, but he focuses primarily on how they shape compliance, not conditionality+
22+ We focus on reforms that labor is likely to oppose+ In general, the IMF does not support “labor-
friendly” policies in its programs+Although the IMF has endorsed the International Labor Organization’s
core labor standards since the mid-1990s, this support has not resulted in their inclusion as loan con-
ditions+ Core labor standards pertain to freedom of association and collective bargaining, forced labor,
discrimination, and child labor+ Anner and Caraway 2010+
23+ See Stiles 1987 and 1990; and Dreher and Jensen 2007+
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to agree to less intrusive labor conditions+ We therefore develop our argument in
several interconnected steps+ First, we explain why workers oppose labor-related
reform conditions+ Second, we examine when and under what conditions govern-
ments are willing to advocate for workers’ interests when negotiating with the
IMF+ Finally, we account for why the IMF is willing to accommodate demands for
less intrusive labor conditionality+
Workers oppose intrusive labor conditionality because these reforms negatively
affect their welfare+24 Extensive cross-national research demonstrates that IMF pro-
grams reduce labor’s share of income, increase income inequality, and reduce pub-
lic spending on wages and salaries+25 Workers’ interests are often expressed through
unions, and organized labor has consistently opposed IMF labor-related reforms
at the local, regional, and international level+26 Internationally, the largest confed-
eration of trade unions, the International Trade Union Confederation ~ITUC!—
and its predecessors, the International Confederation of Trade Unions ~ICFTU!
and the World Confederation of Labor—have stridently opposed IMF reforms+27
The ITUC and its affiliates oppose reforms that enhance labor market flexibility28
and have supported efforts to block IMF-backed privatization programs+29 At the
regional level, unions in Latin America have avidly opposed IMF programs+ In
1987, the principal labor confederations in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Par-
aguay, and Uruguay formed the Coordinator of Trade Union Centers of the South-
ern Cone ~CCSCS!, with the explicit goal of resisting the IMF presence in the
region+30 Union opposition to conditions in IMF programs has taken place not only
in Latin America but also in Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, and the Middle East+31
Because the IMF negotiates directly with national governments, not with domes-
tic labor groups, national governments’ responsiveness to the demands of workers
depends critically on labor’s political power and organization+When labor is pow-
erful, national governments will be less willing to accept stringent labor condi-
24+ Mayer and Mourmouras 2005+
25+ See Pastor 1987a and 1987b; Vreeland 2003; and Nooruddin and Vreeland 2010+
26+ “Encompassing” labor movements often moderate their wage demands ~Alvarez, Garrett, and
Lange 1991!, but labor movements in most loan-recipient countries are not encompassing and would
have little incentive to moderate their wage demands+
27+ Natacha 2001+ The position of the international labor confederations provide a proxy for national
labor movement preferences+ When national labor federations join international organizations—as the
vast majority do—they pay dues to those organizations, vote on the leadership, and participate in pol-
icy decisions+ Once a position is established, member organizations are expected to promote that deci-
sion at home+ During the period under study, the ICFTU was considered a moderate international labor
confederation because, while it did oppose IMF conditionality, it was not generally opposed to free
trade ~Jakobsen 2001!+ In other words, the ICFTU did not oppose all features of IMF programs but
focused on those that negatively affected job security, wages, and social rights ~for example, pensions,
health care!+
28+ Bakvis 2006+
29+ Ibid+ Documentation of ICFTU opposition to IMF programs is copious, as can be seen in its
online publication, ICFTU Online ~now ITUC Online!+Available at ^http:00www+icftu+org& and ^http:00
www+ituc-csi+org&+ Accessed 30 October 2011+
30+ Portella de Castro 1996+
31+ See Walton 1989; Posusney 2003; and International Confederation of Free Trade Unions 2006+
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tions as part of an IMF program+ Such conditions bind the government to carry
out reforms that powerful unions will oppose+ Powerful labor groups can disrupt
the economy in their opposition to IMF conditions, threatening the political future
of the government+ Given this, governments facing powerful labor at home have
incentives to represent workers’ interests in their negotiations with the IMF+
Labor’s demands will be more influential in countries where governments are
electorally accountable+ In democracies, political leaders must succeed at the polls
to maintain office, so they must gain the support of voters+ In most countries, the
median voter earns a majority of their income from their labor+32 In other words,
the majority of voters in most countries are workers+ To maximize their chances
of reelection, governments seek to gain the electoral support of workers+ Given
that IMF labor conditions reduce workers’ welfare in the short to medium term,
electorally minded governments have incentives to minimize labor conditionality+
Where labor is particularly powerful and0or politically important, governments
have even greater incentives+ Democratically elected governments use labor’s power
as bargaining leverage with the IMF+33
In contrast, autocratic leaders are far less constrained by electoral concerns+ In
autocracies, elections, when they occur, are not free or fair and so the populace has
much less control over political leaders+34 Leaders in autocracies are therefore rel-
atively less concerned with winning or maintaining workers’ support+ Autocratic
leaders may be confident in their ability to retain power even after accepting an
IMF program with stringent labor market reform conditions, since the leaders’
authority does not rest on the support of workers+ In addition, workers are often
more constrained in their capacity to mobilize collectively in nondemocracies, so
autocratic governments are less fearful that workers will derail the IMF program
and0or disrupt the national economy+ As a result, nondemocratic governments are
less likely to represent the concerns of workers at the international bargaining table+
Among democratic countries, left-leaning governments may be more sympa-
thetic to labor’s demands than right-leaning governments because left govern-
ments are more likely to have political ties to unions and0or to be ideologically
inclined to oppose IMF reform conditions+ However, even governments on the
right may fear the disruptive effects of labor protest, particularly when labor is
powerful+ Regardless of their ideology, governments will therefore endeavor to
lessen the intrusiveness of labor conditions when facing powerful domestic labor+
By negotiating hard to reduce the depth and scope of labor conditionality, national
governments gain increased flexibility in navigating the path of economic reform+
Even if government leaders support policies that labor opposes, they may prefer
the freedom to negotiate the required reforms without stringent labor conditions+
Conversely, where labor is weak, the authorities have little incentive to bargain
32+ See Mayer 1984; and Kono 2008+
33+ Schelling 1960+
34+ Mansfield, Milner, and Rosendorff 2002, 478+
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hard on labor conditions, since workers are unlikely to mount disruptive protests
that could derail the reform program or jeopardize the government’s survival or
reelection+
Our argument challenges claims that governments seek out high conditionality
in order to bind themselves to painful reforms in the face of strident domestic
opposition+ Ramcharan, for example, argues that IMF conditionality increases the
cost of opposing domestic reform, since derailing reforms could result in a sus-
pension of the IMF program+35 As Vreeland notes, however, binding oneself is
risky if the costs of suspending an IMF program are low for the opponents of
reform+36 Since workers are made worse off by intrusive labor reform conditions,
the reduction in workers’ incomes as a result of labor market reforms may offset
any potential aggregate benefits to the country’s economy+ Given this, the costs of
rejecting an IMF program with intrusive labor conditions may be relatively low
for workers+ Union leaders who acquiesce to IMF programs with stringent labor
conditions may face a revolt by their members+ Governments that agree to such a
program risk labor unrest and losing popular support+ Therefore, governments fac-
ing powerful labor will accept fewer and less intrusive labor-related conditions
than governments facing weak labor+
Given that the IMF commonly advocates conditions that workers oppose, why
would the IMF ever agree to less intrusive labor conditions? First, the IMF may
want to appear responsive to domestic interests+ Paragraph four of the 1979 guide-
lines on conditionality includes language suggesting that the IMF should pay due
regard to the country’s social and political objectives, economic priorities, and
circumstances+37 By reducing the intrusiveness of labor market reform conditions
in countries with powerful domestic labor, the IMF demonstrates sensitivity to the
political realities in borrowing countries+ Second, the IMF wants its programs to
be successful and success depends on implementation—powerful domestic actors
can thwart the implementation of IMF conditions+38 According to one IMF study,
only 25 percent of structural adjustment programs between 1986 and 1997 were
completed without interruptions+ Domestic political constraints such as political
upheavals, flagging commitment from the authorities ~often a consequence of dif-
ficulty in mustering political support for new policies!, and opposition from domes-
tic interest groups played a role in most of the program interruptions+39 Because
the IMF is interested in maximizing the success0implementation of its programs,
the organization is unlikely to require highly intrusive labor market reforms in the
face of powerful domestic labor+
35+ Ramcharan 2002+ Remmer 1986 and Edwards and Santaella 1993 make a similar argument
although they focus more on the utility of scapegoating the IMF+ Putnam 1988 also argues that an IMF
program can tip the balance in favor of economic reform+
36+ Vreeland 2003, 63– 64+
37+ IMF 2001+
38+ See Drazen 2002; Boughton and Mourmouras 2004; and Ivanova et al+ 2006+
39+ IMF 2001+
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These considerations lead to the following hypotheses:
H1: Among countries under IMF programs, those with powerful domestic labor
will tend to have less intrusive labor conditions than those with weaker labor.
H2: Among countries under IMF programs, the influence of domestic labor on the
intrusiveness of labor conditions will be greater in democracies than autocracies.
We pursue two strategies for substantiating these hypotheses: case studies and
statistical tests+ The case study of South Korea, followed by a short contrast with
the case of Bolivia, maps out the causal dynamics that underlie the statistical mod-
els, providing a rich picture of how labor opposes IMF labor-market reform con-
ditions, how national governments respond to labor, and the IMF’s support for
government efforts to integrate labor into the reform process+ Statistical analyses
then provide a rigorous empirical test of our argument’s plausibility+
Case Study: South Korea
The Asian financial crisis struck South Korea in late 1997+ The South Korean gov-
ernment appealed to the IMF for an emergency bailout program, and in December
1997, the IMF initiated a three-year standby arrangement+ South Korea underwent
seven IMF reviews during this period+Although these reviews contained a consid-
erable number of performance criteria, there were few labor-related conditions+40
Among other things, the rescue plan called for restructuring of the financial sector
and the chaebol ~large family-controlled conglomerates!, which entailed closing
companies, privatizing state banks, and forcing the chaebol and state enterprises
to compete on the market without state subsidies+ The IMF program would result
in massive layoffs in the private and public sectors+ Although temporary workers
were already a large component of South Korea’s workforce,41 much of the required
shedding of workers would be in firms that employed permanent workers+ Exist-
ing law did not permit employers to lay off permanent workers until early 1999,
which meant that mass layoffs could not take place immediately unless South Korea
amended its labor laws+42 Firing costs were high by international standards, so
layoffs would require employers to make significant payments to workers+43
40+ In the seven reviews, only four letters of intent set performance criteria on labor-related issues,
and all were for privatization+ One contained soft conditionality on labor market flexibility, another on
privatization and public-sector employment, and another on privatization+
41+ Kim and Park 2006+
42+ In December 1996, a new law was enacted that, among other things, permitted layoffs for eco-
nomic reasons+ As a consequence of labor protests, however, a two-year delay for this provision was
written into the revised law that was passed in March 1997+
43+ Caraway 2009+ For workers with twenty years’ tenure, firing costs were nearly two years’ salary
~ninety-one weeks!+
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Since the success of the program depended on labor bearing much of the bur-
den of adjustment, organized labor’s strength in South Korea posed an obstacle to
the IMF program’s implementation+ The unionization rate in 1998 was 13+8 per-
cent of the regularly employed, nonagricultural workforce+44 Although low by West-
ern European standards, this figure is quite high for non-European nations+ Union
organization is also highly concentrated+ Most unionized workers belong to the
two peak federations, the Federation of Korean Trade Unions ~FKTU! and the
Korean Confederation of Trade Unions ~KCTU!, and the unionization rate is far
higher in the chaebol+ Unions are therefore strongest in the most strategically impor-
tant sectors of the economy+ In addition, Korean unions actively exercise their
collective power in protests and strikes+45
The government and the IMF fully expected labor to oppose the reforms+ The
issue of layoffs was particularly important, since the restructuring of public enter-
prises and the chaebol would be hampered if businesses could not lay off work-
ers+46 Worker discontent over labor law revisions that liberalized layoffs were one
of the core issues of the month-long national strike that took place just months
before the Asian financial crisis hit+47 Given this recent history, the incoming gov-
ernment recognized that the IMF program would provoke fierce resistance from
labor unions and that the government needed to secure their assent if the reform
program was to succeed+48 Immediately after the election, president-elect Kim Dae-
Jung met with union leaders and proposed the formation of a tripartite commis-
sion in hopes that the government, employers, and unions could conclude a social
pact, based on the principle of fair burden sharing, to navigate the crisis+49 Unions
were eager to participate+50 The commission formed in mid-January 1998, and in
just three weeks, it reached an agreement+51 Labor made important concessions,
agreeing to allow employers greater scope in the use of temporary workers and
most importantly, immediate layoffs of permanent staff not only for corporate emer-
gencies but also for mergers, acquisitions, and corporate restructuring+ In return,
unions secured some long-desired improvements in basic labor rights and the expan-
sion of the unemployment insurance system+52 In addition, employers had to fol-
44+ Koo 2001+
45+ See ibid+; and Lee 2006+
46+ See Kim and Moon 2000; and Koo 2001+
47+ See Kim 1998; Gills and Gills 2000; and Koo 2000+
48+ Gills and Gills 2000+
49+ See Choi 2002; and Bramble and Ollett 2007+ Although Kim Dae Jung was a dissident well-
known for his populist appeals, his party did not have strong links to labor unions and neither of the
peak federations mobilized their members to support his candidacy+ Until recently, when the KCTU
established its own party, none of the major parties in South Korea took up labor issues or had insti-
tutionalized links to unions+ Most parties in South Korea are regionally based+ Lee 2011+
50+ Baccaro and Lim 2007+
51+ Choi 2002+
52+ See Kim and Moon 2000; Koo 2000; Choi 2002; and Bramble and Ollett 2007+ Unemployment
insurance was extended to include firms with fewer than thirty employees+ In 1997, only 7+8 percent of
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low strict notification policies for laying off workers and laid-off workers were
still entitled to generous severance pay+
However, the agreement was rejected by many parts of the KCTU, which
promptly voted out its leadership and withdrew from the negotiations at the tripar-
tite commission+53 The government revived the tripartite commission later in the
year to negotiate the restructuring of public-sector utilities and state-owned enter-
prises; discussions were fractious, with both trade union confederations and even
employers withdrawing from negotiations only to return to the bargaining table
later+54 Unions remained committed to mass mobilization throughout the negotia-
tions, at one point mobilizing 120,000 workers in sixteen major cities, and staging
a two-month sit-in strike at Hyundai Motors, a subway worker walkout, and mas-
sive mobilizations by finance industry workers in response to layoffs+55
The IMF recognized the delicacy with which the adjustment program had to be
carried forward and stressed the importance of maintaining “social consensus and
stability” during the reform process+56 In a program that had numerous structural
performance criteria, the IMF program had few labor conditions+ The IMF did not
ask for lower severance payments or less time-consuming procedures for mass
layoffs, even though it supported such policies; it also used a light touch on pri-
vatization and even supported some deficit-financed compensatory programs to
lessen the pain of adjustment on workers+57 In a column in the Korea Times, Man-
aging IMF Director Michel Camdessus applauded the labor movement for its
high sense of responsibility in working with the government and business
under the tripartite arrangement; it has made some hard choices that required
courage on the part of the leadership and a shared sense of solidarity by the
workers+ + + + Unfortunately, there is a human cost to restructuring, something
that Koreans know all too well these days+ + + + That is one reason the IMF
has encouraged the Korean government to take every possible step to ease
the burden of joblessness+ The authorities have broadened the scope of the
unemployment insurance program, and the difficult decision to boost the bud-
get deficit to 5 percent of gross domestic product in 1998 and 1999 is pre-
cisely justified by this need to keep the social safety net in place, and to
sustain recovery, and with it, job creation+58
the unemployed were covered by unemployment insurance+ In 1998, 26+3 percent were covered, and in
1999, 33+1 percent+ Kwon 2007+
53+ Baccaro and Lim 2007+
54+ See Song 1999; Choi 2002; Baccaro and Lim 2007; and Bramble and Ollett 2007+
55+ See Song 1999; Gills and Gills 2000; and Choi 2002+
56+ IMF 1998+
57+ This is consistent with Mukherjee and Singer 2010 who posit that welfare spending mitigates
the negative impact of liberalization and thus makes reform more politically feasible+
58+ Michel Camdessus, “Korea to Emerge Stronger Than Ever: A Commentary,” Korea Times, 1
January 1999+
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In a staff report published in 2000, the IMF also noted the importance of the tri-
partite commission’s work and supported government subsidies to firms that opted
to retain rather than layoff workers+59
Given the power of unions, policymakers knew that strict conditionality on labor-
related policies had the potential to backfire+ By refraining from setting tough labor-
related conditions, the IMF gave the Korean government greater flexibility in
negotiating the restructuring process with unions and employers+ Such flexibility
was necessary because Korea’s labor unions had the potential to wreak havoc, and
in a democratic setting, citizens and workers had the capacity to derail unpopular
policies in the streets and at the ballot box+ Such an outcome not only threatened
the success of the IMF program but also the popularity of the government+ In the
end, the IMF got many of the policy changes it wanted, even though it did not
impose intrusive labor conditions+ Policies agreed to through a relatively consen-
sual process, and without the threat of punitive conditionality hanging over its
head increased the probability that the reforms to which the government commit-
ted would be implemented successfully+
Case Study: Bolivia
The South Korean case study illustrated some of the dynamics through which we
hypothesize that strong labor results in less intrusive labor conditionality+ The flip
side of this argument is that countries with weak labor are more likely to have
substantial labor conditionality in their IMF programs+ Bolivia, which was under
an almost continuous sequence of IMF arrangements from 1986 through 2000,
demonstrates how democratic governments facing weak labor movements are more
willing to accept numerous labor-related conditions+60 According to the IMF, struc-
tural reforms in the country during this period “were among the most extensive of
any Latin American country+”61 During this period, IMF programs contained numer-
ous benchmarks and performance criteria pertaining to privatization, public-sector
employment, public-sector wages, pensions, and labor-market flexibility+
One reason that the government agreed to such intrusive labor conditionality is
that labor was weak in Bolivia+ Although historically labor had been quite strong
in Bolivia, by the early 1980s, the union movement entered a profound period of
decline+62 The privatization and decline of Bolivia’s mining sector, combined with
increases in informal and urban unemployment, undercut labor’s strength+ Conse-
quently, by the time the IMF began pushing labor market reforms in the late 1980s,
59+ IMF 2000+
60+ The brief exception was between June 2002 and April 2003+
61+ IMF 2005, 3+
62+ See Dunkerley 1990; and Klein 1992+ From the 1950s through the early 1980s, the organiza-
tional strength and political ties of the labor movement compensated for its structural weakness, and
the Bolivian labor movement was considered one of the better organized and more militant labor move-
ments in the region+ See Klein 1992; and Alexander 2005+
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the Bolivian labor movement had lost much of its organizational strength, leaving
it incapable of mounting a viable resistance to the reforms proposed by the IMF+63
Facing little threat from a weakened labor movement, the government accepted
labor-related conditions with little fear that workers would derail the reform pro-
gram+ Similarly, the IMF was more willing to ask for these conditions, since the
government was not threatened by labor+
No doubt, other factors also contributed to the exceptionally high level of intru-
sive labor conditionality+ Bolivia was an extremely indebted small country with
large fiscal deficits at the time of the reforms+ The legacy of the 1952 left-oriented
revolution included a large public sector and decidedly protective labor legisla-
tion+ Not only public utilities, but also mineral extraction and other productive
enterprises were in state hands+ Bolivia had among the highest firing costs in Latin
America+ All these factors made the country a prime target for deep IMF market-
oriented reforms+ The IMF had a strong incentive to pursue highly intrusive labor
reforms, and the government faced a weak and fragmented labor movement that
posed little threat to its survival+
To summarize, South Korea demonstrates how a relatively strong labor move-
ment was able to moderate IMF labor conditionality during an economic crisis,
while Bolivia displays how a weak labor movement in a country with deep eco-
nomic imbalances resulted in highly intrusive conditionality+
Quantitative Evidence
Using new data from IMF loan documents for countries under IMF programs
between 1980 and 2000, we construct a measure of the “intrusiveness” of labor
conditions+ First, labor conditions are identified in key IMF loan documents includ-
ing letters of intent and arrangement letters+ Letters of intent are prepared by the
borrower in consultation with the IMF+ They are usually, but not always, called
Memoranda of Economic and Financial Policy+Arrangement letters are essentially
the contract for the loan+ They spell out the conditions that a country must meet in
order to receive the next loan disbursement+ Because the terms of the arrangement
letters change over the course of the loan, we code every arrangement letter+
This is an important empirical innovation+ Previous studies focus almost exclu-
sively on the letters of intent+ However, the letter of intent is often used to lay out
the entire policy program and in some cases, even includes technical assistance,
advice, and policy priorities at other international financial institutions, such as
the World Bank, regardless of whether the IMF has the intention to make these
conditions for its financing+64 In contrast, the arrangement letter spells out only
those reforms that the IMF intends to make conditions for financing+Arguably, the
63+ See Tapia 2004; and Kohl and Farthing 2006+
64+ IMF 2001+
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conditions in the arrangement letters are the most relevant for national govern-
ments, investors, and citizens+ We test for and find important substantive differ-
ences between conditions included in the loan contracts and the letters of intent+
Using the letters of intent and the arrangement letters, we identify conditions in
nine issue areas relevant for labor, including wage levels and labor market flexi-
bility+ For a complete list of all nine issue areas, see the appendix+
Each labor condition is weighted by its relative stringency+ Performance criteria
and prior actions are weighted most heavily ~by a value of 4!+ Prior actions out-
line steps that a country must take before the IMF agrees to a loan ~or completes a
review!+ Performance criteria are conditions that a loan recipient has to meet; fail-
ure to do so results in the loan’s suspension+ Benchmarks and indicative targets
are weighted less heavily ~by a value of 3!+ Benchmarks are conditions that the
IMF expects countries to meet, but failure to do so does not result in a suspension
of the loan+ Indicative targets are similar to benchmarks, except that they are quan-
titative ~for example, a ceiling on the public wage bill!+ Soft conditions are weighted
less heavily than benchmarks and indicative targets ~by a value of 1! because there
are no sanctions for failing to fulfill a soft condition+ Soft conditions refer to pol-
icy steps that the IMF would like to see but that have no explicit conditionality
attached to them+ Soft conditions are not included in the loan contract+
The dependent variable equals the sum of the total number of labor conditions
in a country’s loan program in a given year, where each condition is weighted by
its relative “intrusiveness+” Thus, the dependent variable measures the intrusive-
ness or stringency of labor-related conditions in a country’s loan program in a
given year+ In general, labor conditions are more intrusive in the letters of intent
than in the arrangement letters, as reported in Table 1+ This reflects the fact that
labor conditions are frequently soft conditions that are not included in arrange-
ment letters+ Less than half of all labor conditions included in IMF programs from
1980 to 2000 are hard conditions: 10 percent are performance criteria while 20
percent are benchmarks+ Indicative targets are rare; only twenty-four labor-related
indicative targets are included in IMF programs during this period+ Labor-related
prior actions are also quite rare; only 5 percent of conditions in the sample are
prior actions+
Among countries that received IMF monies between 1980 and 2000, 41 percent
received no labor conditions in their loan contracts+ This includes, for example,
South Korea+ At the other extreme, three countries received very intrusive labor
conditions in their loan contracts+ For these three countries, the sum of all labor
conditions included in the arrangement letters ~weighted by their intrusiveness!
over the period from 1980 to 2000 is greater than sixty+ These high conditionality
countries include Bolivia, Chad, and Mali+
Measuring Labor Power
To test the hypotheses, we need a comparable measure of labor strength that cov-
ers our sample of 120 countries from 1980 to 2000+ However, measuring labor
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strength is difficult, particularly in developing countries, which constitute the major-
ity of the sample+ Direct indicators of labor power, such as unionization rates, are
generally not available+ Where unionization rates are available, it is not clear that
they are comparable across developing countries+ Some developing countries man-
date compulsory membership in unions+65 China, for example, has one of the high-
est union density rates in the developing world yet labor has very little bargaining
power+66
To overcome this data limitation, we use a proxy for labor power—potential
labor power ~plp!—that is comparable across developing countries and cap-
tures the dynamic nature of labor’s influence+ This measure, developed by Rudra,
takes the ratio of skilled to unskilled workers and multiplies it by one over the
percentage of surplus labor+67 The first component of the plp measure is the ratio
of skilled to unskilled workers+ Unskilled workers are those who have a primary
or secondary education ~or less! and are likely to be employed in labor-intensive,
low-skill manufacturing industries+ In contrast, skilled workers have more than a
basic general education and are employed in high-skill manufacturing industries+
We use the classification scheme originally developed by Wood and Mayer and
subsequently used by Rudra to identify high-skill and low-skill industries in devel-
oping countries+68
65+ Rudra 2005+
66+ Frenkel and Peetz 1998+
67+ Rudra 2002+
68+ See Wood and Mayer 2001; and Rudra 2002+
TABLE 1. Intrusiveness of labor conditions in IMF loan programs
Mean
Standard
deviation Minimum Maximum
Letters of intent
All labor conditions 5+26 5+13 0 44
Public sector 4+94 5+00 0 44
Private sector 0+31 0+77 0 8
Structural 4+07 4+62 0 44
Stabilization 1+18 1+41 0 11
Arrangement letters
All labor conditions 1+69 3+43 0 24
Public sector 1+65 3+35 0 24
Private sector 0+04 0+39 0 4
Structural 1+38 2+92 0 24
Stabilization 0+31 1+14 0 10
Notes: Higher values indicate more intrusive loan conditions+ Details about the construction of these measures are
included in the main text+ Further details are provided in the appendix+
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The second component of the plp measure, surplus labor, is drawn from the
development economics literature, and refers to how much “hidden” unemploy-
ment is prevalent in the economy+ Surplus labor is “hidden” in the sense that it
can be removed without reducing the total amount of output produced and is con-
sidered to have low ~or zero! marginal productivity+ As a result, surplus workers
are not counted as part of the official unemployed+ This concept is operationalized
by taking the total working-age population in a country ~aged between fifteen and
sixty-five! minus the total labor force minus students enrolled in secondary and
tertiary educations+ This total is taken as a percentage of the economically active
population+
Theoretically, the bargaining potential of labor is likely to increase with the ratio
of skilled to unskilled workers and decrease with the size of surplus labor+ The
theoretical bases for the plp measure are Marshall’s four conditions for labor power
and Silver’s marketplace bargaining power+ Marshall found that labor power
decreases when labor is easily replaceable+ The ease of replacing workers depends
on the level of unemployment ~or surplus labor! and their skill, which suggests
that labor’s marketplace bargaining power in developing countries is influenced
by the proportion of skilled and unskilled workers and surplus labor+69 Wright and
Silver argue that skilled workers facing tight labor markets are more likely to form
larger, stronger, and more sustainable labor union organizations+70
By combining two measures of the structural conditions in labor markets, the
plp measure estimates labor’s marketplace bargaining power+ If labor is in a better
position vis-à-vis the market, and assuming that structural power allows labor to
form stronger organizations, then labor is likely to have more bargaining power in
policy debates+ Empirical evidence supports this point+ For example, Rudra reports
a positive correlation between plp and McGuire’s labor strength index that is equal
to +61+ In our sample, we find a positive correlation between plp and union den-
sity that equals +5+71
Control Variables and Model Specification
We used PolityIV to measure the level of democracy in a given country+72 For
ease of interpretation, the PolityIV score is rescaled so that 0 is the minimum
value indicating the most autocratic state and 20 is the maximum value indicating
the most democratic state+73 To test the conditional hypothesis ~H2!, an inter-
action term equal to the product of democracy and potential labor power
~plp! is included in the estimated model+ All models that include the interaction
term also include both constitutive terms ~that is, democracy and plp!+
69+ See Marshall 1920; and Silver 2003+
70+ See Wright 2000; and Silver 2003+
71+ See McGuire 1999; and Rudra 2002 and 2005+
72+ Marshall, Gurr, and Jaggers 2010+
73+ This is done by adding 10 to the PolityIV score+
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We include several important control variables in all estimated models:
• The log of gdp per capita as a proxy for overall economic development—
previous studies consistently find a negative correlation between economic
development and the number of IMF loan conditions+74 Countries with
fewer conditions may receive fewer labor conditions+ Controlling for gdp
per capita also helps to ensure that the coefficient on plp is not picking up
any effects of economic development+
• debt service, measured as a percent of exports ~excluding remittances!—
countries that use a large portion of their exports for debt service are likely
to be particularly dependent upon nonmarket sources of financing+ Previous
studies have found that countries with significant external debt are more
likely to seek IMF support+75 High-debt countries may be more willing to
accept labor conditions in return for IMF programs+
• Existing domestic policies—some part of the observed cross-national vari-
ance in labor conditionality may be due to existing labor market regulations+
The IMF is unlikely to demand that a country liberalize its labor laws if
the labor market is already very flexible+76 The IMF will likely seek greater
labor market reforms in countries with heavily regulated domestic labor
markets+77 We therefore include an estimate of a country’s firing costs,
which measures the cost of severance pay and advance notice ~in weeks of
pay! for laying off one worker with twenty years of service+78 Higher firing
costs are taken as an indicator of more restrictive labor market regulations+79
• Geopolitics—a measure of how closely countries are allied with the United
States based on voting in the UN General Assembly+ This variable ~un
voting! measures the extent to which a country votes in line with the
United States+ Votes in agreement with the United States are coded as 1,
votes in disagreement are coded 0, and abstentions or absences are coded
0+5+80 Votes where more than 80 percent of the countries agreed are dis-
carded+ The resulting numbers are then divided by the total number of votes
in each year+ Higher values indicate greater correspondence between a
country’s UN voting record and the voting record of the United States+
74+ Steinwand and Stone 2008, 136, tab+ 4+
75+ Ibid+
76+ See, for example, the IMF’s staff report for Ireland+Available at ^http:00www+imf+org0external0
pubs0ft0scr020100cr10366+pdf&+ Accessed 30 October 2011+
77+ See, for example, the IMF’s staff report for Greece+ Available at ^http:00www+imf+org0external0
pubs0ft0scr020100cr10110+pdf&+ Accessed 30 October 2011+
78+ We coded national labor legislation that was in effect from 1980 to 2000 when it was available
in English, French, Portuguese, or Spanish; otherwise we relied on secondary sources+
79+ This also accounts for the possibility that existing labor market regulation may be a function of
the power of domestic labor+
80+ Thacker 1999+
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• The log of gdp—larger countries tend to have higher plp measures+ plp is
positively correlated with gdp at 0+47+ If larger countries tend to receive
fewer loan conditions and have higher values of plp, a correlation between
plp and labor conditionality may be driven by economic size rather than
domestic politics+ By controlling for gdp, the possibility of a spurious corre-
lation is minimized+
• Linear time trend—IMF conditionality has increased over time+81 Condition-
ality was not originally stipulated in the IMF’s Articles of Agreement+ As
late as the late 1970s, only 26 percent of IMF loans included any substantial
conditions+82 Since then, the use of loan conditions has steadily increased+
At the same time, the scope of conditionality has also increased as the fund
ventures into new areas of domestic economic policy traditionally outside
its purview+83 Labor conditions are one such example+ Labor market reform
conditions are increasingly frequent from 1980 to 2000+ To ensure that we
do not report a spurious correlation between two variables that tend together
over time but are not causally related, we include a simple linear time trend
~time trend! in all estimated models+ Seminal empirical studies of IMF
conditions have also included linear time trends+84
• Number of documents—since some countries have more than one loan in
one year, and since a complete set of documents is unavailable for some
loans, we also control for the number of documents ~# of documents!+
The models are estimated using negative binomial regression with all explana-
tory variables lagged one year+ The negative binomial regression model is appro-
priate given the discrete, nonnegative properties of the dependent variable+ Lagging
the explanatory variables avoids simultaneity and accounts for the length of the
negotiation process+
Results
Table 2 reports the coefficient estimates for the negative binomial regression of
the intrusiveness of labor market reform conditions on plp and key control vari-
ables+ The coefficient estimates provide evidence that the potential power of domes-
tic labor influences the design of IMF loan conditions+ Powerful labor reduces the
intrusiveness of labor market reform conditions in IMF loans to democracies, hold-
ing all else equal+
81+ Steinwand and Stone 2008+
82+ Stone 2008, 591+
83+ Ibid+
84+ Gould 2003+
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In columns ~1! and ~2! in Table 2, the dependent variable equals the intrusive-
ness of labor conditionality in the letters of intent+ In columns ~3! and ~4! the
dependent variable is the intrusiveness of labor conditions in the arrangement let-
ters+ In both the letters of intent and the arrangement letters, stronger domestic
labor corresponds with less intrusive labor market reform conditions, all else equal+
The unconditional ~or average! effect of plp is negative and statistically signifi-
cant at the +01 level, as reported in columns ~1! and ~3!+
Results reported in columns ~2! and ~4! demonstrate the importance of coun-
tries’ domestic institutions for labor conditionality+ plp has a significant and neg-
ative marginal effect on the intrusiveness of labor conditions in democracies+ This
is true even though the estimated coefficient on plp is not statistically significant
in columns ~2! and ~4!+ Because columns ~2! and ~4! contain the interaction term
democracy* plp, the coefficient on plp reports the effect of plp on labor condi-
tionality when the mediating variable, democracy, equals 0+ In other words, the
only inference that can be drawn from the standard errors on plp in columns ~2!
TABLE 2. Domestic labor power and IMF labor conditionality
(1)
Letters
of intent
(2)
Letters
of intent
(3)
Arrangement
letters
(4)
Arrangement
letters
potential labor power (plp) 0+211*** 0+026 0+526*** 0+529
~0+049! ~0+125! ~0+167! ~0+453!
democracy 0+000 0+018 0+084** 0+167***
~0+011! ~0+015! ~0+038! ~0+057!
democracy*plp 0+016** 0+076**
~0+008! ~0+035!
firing costs 0+000 0+001 0+000 0+002
~0+001! ~0+001! ~0+004! ~0+003!
un voting 1+885** 1+876** 2+601 3+646
~0+804! ~0+816! ~2+941! ~2+950!
gdp per capita ~log! 0+026 0+019 0+743** 0+572
~0+076! ~0+076! ~0+315! ~0+356!
gdp ~log! 0+087* 0+097** 0+355* 0+511***
~0+049! ~0+048! ~0+190! ~0+178!
debt 0+001 0+001 0+007 0+003
~0+006! ~0+006! ~0+019! ~0+019!
# of documents 0+367*** 0+369*** 0+958*** 0+895***
~0+036! ~0+036! ~0+260! ~0+232!
time trend 0+114*** 0+117*** 0+319*** 0+332***
~0+011! ~0+011! ~0+043! ~0+046!
Constant 1+132 1+056 5+955* 7+643**
~0+807! ~0+799! ~3+576! ~3+018!
Alpha ~log! 1+772*** 1+786*** 1+235*** 1+176***
~0+226! ~0+231! ~0+304! ~0+296!
Observations 257 257 257 257
Notes: Negative binomial regressions with robust standard errors clustered by country reported in parentheses+ ***
p , +01; ** p , +05; * p , +10+
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and ~4! is whether plp has a significant marginal effect on labor conditionality
for the unique case where democracy equals 0+85 However, there are no observa-
tions where democracy equals 0 in the sample and therefore the coefficients on
plp in columns ~2! and ~4! are substantively meaningless+ The marginal effects
~and corresponding standard errors! of plp for substantively meaningful values of
democracy are calculated using the relevant elements of the variance-covariance
matrix from columns ~2! and ~4!+ These results are presented graphically in Fig-
ures 2 and 3+
The solid line in Figure 2 is the marginal effect of plp on labor conditions’
intrusiveness in the letters of intent+ The magnitude of this effect varies across
levels of democracy+ As democracy increases, the negative marginal effect of
labor power becomes larger in magnitude+ For example, the estimated coefficient
on plp when democracy equals its maximum value ~20! is more than twice as
large as the estimated plp coefficient when democracy equals 10+
As democracy increases, the standard errors on the plp coefficient also become
smaller+ In Figure 2, the broken lines represent the 95 percent confidence intervals
85+ Brambor, Clark, and Golder 2006, 74+
FIGURE 2. Marginal effect of potential labor power on the intrusiveness of
labor conditions in Letters of Intent
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for two-tailed tests+Whenever the upper and lower bounds of the confidence inter-
val are both above ~or below! the zero line, the relationship is statistically signif-
icant+86 When democracy is greater than 9 ~that is, 1 in PolityIV!, the marginal
effect of plp is statistically significant at the +05 level+ In other words, the interests
of workers matter for IMF loan conditions only in non-autocratic countries+ This
finding suggests that democratically elected governments are relatively more respon-
sive to the economic interests of their citizens and consequently are more willing
to represent these interests at the international bargaining table+ Democratically
elected leaders can credibly point to workers’ opposition to loan conditions and
argue that they are constrained in their ability to implement the required policy
reforms+ The IMF may therefore be more lenient with democratic governments
that face strong labor and impose less stringent labor conditions+
Figure 3 illustrates the marginal effect of plp on the intrusiveness of labor con-
ditions in IMF arrangement letters+ Again, the negative marginal effect of labor
power on labor conditionality increases as the level of democracy increases+When
democracy is greater than 12 ~that is, 2 in PolityIV!, the negative marginal effect
of plp is statistically significant at the +05 level+
86+ Ibid+, 76+
FIGURE 3. Marginal effect of potential labor power on the intrusiveness of
labor conditions in Arrangement Letters
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Holding regime type constant, the marginal effect of plp on labor conditionality
is generally larger for arrangement letters than letters of intent+ One reason may
be that workers and national governments expend relatively more effort to mini-
mize labor conditions in the actual contract of the loan+ They do so with the knowl-
edge that the soft conditions contained in the letters of intent can be ignored with
few, if any, consequences+ This points to the importance of examining both the
letters of intent and arrangement letters to fully understand the logic of IMF
conditionality+
The coefficient estimates for un voting in Table 2 provide further evidence
that examining arrangement letters in addition to the letters of intent is important+
U+S+ allies receive relatively more intrusive labor market reform conditions in their
letters of intent+ This is somewhat surprising in light of previous studies that show
U+S+ allies tend to receive fewer total conditions+87 Although U+S+ allies tend to
receive fewer loan conditions, they receive relatively more intrusive labor market
reform conditions, all else equal+ However, this finding disappears in columns ~3!
and ~4! where the dependent variable is the intrusiveness of labor conditions in
loan contracts+ U+S+ allies receive no more ~or less! intrusive labor market reform
conditions in IMF arrangement letters than non-U+S+ allies+ One interpretation of
this finding is that U+S+ influence does not extend to the actual loan contracts+
While the United States may be able to influence the letters of intent, U+S+ influ-
ence over loan contracts appears to be more limited, at least with respect to labor
market reform conditions+88 This finding may have important implications for our
understanding of geopolitics’ role in IMF lending+ It also points to the fact that
focusing only on the letters of intent may lead to incorrect conclusions about IMF
conditionality and, in particular, the role of the United States in IMF lending+
Firing costs are not a robust predictor of the intrusiveness of IMF labor condi-
tionality+ Countries with strict labor market regulations ~that is, high firing costs!
are no more likely to receive labor market reform conditions than countries with
flexible labor markets ~that is, low firing costs!, controlling for labor power+ One
interpretation of this finding is that the IMF tends to suggest labor market reforms
where they are most likely to be implemented ~that is, weak labor countries!, rather
than where firing costs are highest+
Two other robust results emerge from Table 2+ First, larger countries receive
less intrusive labor conditionality, as demonstrated by the negative and significant
coefficients on gdp+ Second, labor conditionality increases over time as shown by
the positive and significant coefficients on the linear time trend+ This finding is
consistent with the previously observed and well-documented increase in the scope
of IMF conditionality over time+89
87+ See Thacker 1999; and Dreher and Jensen 2007+
88+ Of course, this assumes that the United States has an interest in promoting labor-related condi-
tionality+ Whether or not this is the case is an important question for future research+
89+ Steinwand and Stone 2008+
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Possible Role for Ideology
Democratically elected governments are responsive to the potential power of labor+
This suggests a possible role for government ideology in negotiations between dem-
ocratic governments and the IMF+ For example, left governments may be particu-
larly beholden to workers for electoral support+ Labor power may therefore have a
larger reductive effect on labor conditionality in countries with left governments+
Alternatively, all elected governments, regardless of ideology, are sensitive to elec-
toral politics and therefore may be responsive to labor’s potential power+ By min-
imizing the intrusiveness of labor conditionality, governments of all stripes gain
increased flexibility in navigating the path of economic reform+ Even those gov-
ernments who support policies that labor opposes may prefer to have the freedom
to negotiate the required reforms without stringent labor conditions being imposed+
To test for the possibility that government ideology mediates the effect of labor
power on labor conditionality, we reestimate all models with a variable that indi-
cates the ideology of the national government+ The variable ~left! is a simple
dummy variable coded 1 for left governments and 0 otherwise+ Because IMF pro-
grams are negotiated with the national executive, the measure of ideology is spe-
cific to the executive+ Also included is an interaction term equal to the product of
left and plp+ The sample is restricted to only those countries in which the national
government is democratically elected ~that is, PolityIV is greater than 0!+ These
results are reported in Table 3+
As before, the unconditional effect of plp is negative and statistically significant
for both the letters of intent and the arrangement letters+ Higher values of plp cor-
respond with less intrusive labor market reform conditions, all else equal+ The esti-
mated coefficient on left is statistically significant in column ~3! only+ This provides
some limited evidence that left governments are more resistant to labor market
reform conditions than right0center governments+ However, both left and right0
center governments are responsive to the potential power of domestic labor+ This
is demonstrated by the estimated coefficient on plp in columns ~2! and ~4!+ In col-
umns ~2! and ~4!, the coefficient on plp reports the marginal effect of labor power
on labor conditionality in countries with right0center governments+ In these coun-
tries, plp has a significant reductive effect on labor conditionality+ However, the
reductive effect of plp is even greater in countries with left governments+ The coef-
ficients and corresponding standard errors for plp when left equals 1 are calcu-
lated using the relevant elements of the variance-covariance matrix from columns
~2! and ~4! and reported in Table 4+ plp has a larger reductive effect on labor con-
ditionality when left governments are in power, all else equal+ This finding pro-
vides further evidence of the importance of domestic politics for IMF conditionality+
Robustness Checks
To evaluate the robustness of our empirical results, we conduct a number of sen-
sitivity analyses+ For example, we estimate a two-stage Heckman selection model
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TABLE 3. Government ideology and IMF labor conditionality
(1)
Letters
of intent
(2)
Letters
of intent
(3)
Arrangement
letters
(4)
Arrangement
letters
potential labor power (plp) 0+314*** 0+284*** 1+345*** 0+988**
~0+084! ~0+076! ~0+505! ~0+420!
left 0+085 0+239 0+877** 0+454
~0+139! ~0+296! ~0+372! ~1+015!
left*plp 0+125 1+547
~0+209! ~1+080!
democracy 0+042 0+036 0+581** 0+522**
~0+048! ~0+052! ~0+254! ~0+255!
firing costs 0+004 0+004 0+034** 0+033**
~0+003! ~0+003! ~0+014! ~0+014!
un voting 1+213 1+362* 2+391 3+517
~0+791! ~0+714! ~4+779! ~4+775!
gdp per capita ~log! 0+025 0+008 1+700** 1+787**
~0+138! ~0+135! ~0+801! ~0+746!
gdp ~log! 0+014 0+001 0+190 0+137
~0+109! ~0+113! ~0+400! ~0+388!
debt 0+020** 0+021** 0+131*** 0+134***
~0+010! ~0+010! ~0+043! ~0+041!
# of documents 0+293*** 0+290*** 0+990 1+111
~0+101! ~0+103! ~0+666! ~0+707!
time trend 0+138*** 0+135*** 0+324*** 0+298***
~0+019! ~0+017! ~0+087! ~0+085!
Constant 1+771 1+888 0+762 1+089
~2+290! ~2+366! ~10+591! ~10+605!
Alpha (log) 1+929*** 1+949*** 0+993** 0+954**
~0+293! ~0+289! ~0+443! ~0+429!
Observations 113 113 113 113
Notes: Sample includes only those country-years with a PolityIV score greater than 0+ Negative binomial regressions
with robust standard errors clustered by country reported in parentheses+
*** p , +01; ** p , +05; * p , +1+
TABLE 4. Marginal effects of potential labor power on the intrusiveness of
labor conditions
(1)
Letters of intent
(2)
Arrangement letters
Right/center Left Right/center Left
potential labor power (plp) 0+284*** 0+409* 0+988*** 2+535*
~0+076! ~0+225! ~0+420! ~0+996!
Notes: Marginal effects of plp for left governments estimated using columns ~2! and ~4! from Table 3+ *** p , +01;
** p , +05; * p , +1+
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to address the fact that selection into an IMF program is not random+ Results from
the second stage of the Heckman selection model are virtually identical to the
negative binominal results reported in Table 2+90 We also test to see if the key
results are sensitive to changes in dependent variable’s coding+ The dependent vari-
able is first recoded to include only public-sector ~or private-sector! labor condi-
tions+ Then, the dependent variable is recoded to separate structural labor market
reforms from stabilization reforms+ Across all variations of the dependent vari-
able, we find strikingly similar results: higher values of plp correspond with less
intrusive labor-related loan conditions+ However, there are some slight differ-
ences+ The magnitude of the reductive effect of plp is larger for private-sector
labor conditions than public-sector conditions+ The IMF may be more willing to
compromise on private-sector labor conditions than on public-sector labor condi-
tions because private-sector labor conditions are often less critical for balancing
government budgets+ Again, these results are omitted due to space constraints but
are available in the online appendix+
In sum, the reductive effect of plp on labor conditionality is robust to various
specifications of the dependent variable+ The key results are also robust to alter-
native model specifications including a two-stage Heckman selection model+
Reestimating the models using ordinary least squares regressions produces very
similar results+ Furthermore, the key results are robust to the inclusion of country
fixed-effects, the exclusion of the linear time trend, and the inclusion of a lagged
dependent variable+Additionally, when the sample is restricted to only those years
after 1986, we find the same substantive results+
Conclusion
Citizens’ interests play an important role in negotiations between national gov-
ernments and international organizations+ This is true even in times of economic
crisis+ This study finds that the interests of a key group of citizens—workers—
influence negotiations over IMF loans+ When negotiating loan conditions, demo-
cratically elected governments press for workers’ economic interests when workers
are politically powerful at home+ By representing workers’ interests at the inter-
90+ The Heckman results are omitted due to space constraints but are available in an online appen-
dix at www+journals+cambridge+org0ino2012001+ In the first-stage, total reserves in months of imports
is the exclusion restriction used as a proxy for governments’ liquidity concerns to predict participation
in an IMF program+ Also included as explanatory variables in the first stage model are plp, democ-
racy, un voting, gdp per capital ~log!, and debt ~all lagged by one year!+ debt and reserves are
the only robust predictors of participation in IMF programs+ Countries with strong domestic labor are
no more ~or less! likely to enter IMF programs than countries with weak labor+ In the second stage, the
intrusiveness of labor conditions are regressed on the same explanatory variables included in Table 2+
The unconditional effect of plp is negative and statistically significant at the +05 level+ When the inter-
action term is included, the coefficient on democracy* plp is negative and statistically significant at
the +05 level+
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national bargaining table, democratically elected leaders hope to maximize their
chances of reelection and increase the likelihood of a successful IMF program+
As a result, labor-related conditions are relatively less stringent in IMF loan pro-
grams for democratic countries with politically powerful labor than in demo-
cratic countries with weak domestic labor+
This research has several important implications for our understanding of
IMF lending and international negotiations more generally+ First, this study
demonstrates that the IMF is sensitive to domestic politics and citizens’ inter-
ests+ The IMF has often been criticized for applying one-size-fits-all economic
policy prescriptions without sensitivity to context and ignoring borrowers’
domestic political constraints+91 Contrary to the IMF’s institutional self-image as
technocratic and apolitical, we find evidence that the IMF is responsive to domes-
tic politics in borrowing countries and specifically the interests of workers+
Second, our results suggest that national governments tend not to use the
IMF for political cover when they face powerful labor at home+ When labor is
strong, governments risk both their political survival and the derailment of the
loan program by agreeing to the inclusion of intrusive labor reform conditions+
Labor may prefer not to get a loan program at all than to accept a program with
intrusive labor conditionality+ The combination of low rejection costs and politi-
cal power allows labor to influence the negotiating posture of national govern-
ments and shapes the IMF’s willingness to be more flexible about labor-related
conditions+
Third, since citizens’ interests influence negotiations between government exec-
utives and IMF staff, even in times of economic crisis, they likely play an impor-
tant role in other international negotiations that occur in good times, such as
negotiations over membership in the WTO+ While previous research demonstrates
that workers’ interests influence countries’ compliance with WTO rules,92 this study
suggests that workers’ interests may also influence the terms a country negotiates
to join the WTO+ Countries’ accession agreements determine the magnitude of
trade increases they receive from WTO membership+93 Domestic interests can there-
fore play a critical role not only in negotiations with IOs but also in the benefits of
IOs’ membership+
Fourth, our argument also has implications for how domestic political con-
straints shape the bargaining power of national governments with IOs+ Putnam
has famously described these negotiations as a two-level game in which
national leaders must construct a domestic win-set to reach successful inter-
national agreements+94 As Putnam notes, when the cost of no agreement is small
for powerful actors, the domestic win-set shrinks in size+ However, as he further
91+ See Meltzer 2000; Easterly 2001; and Stiglitz 2002+
92+ Rickard 2009+
93+ Allee and Scalera 2010+
94+ Putnam 1988+ The essays in Evans, Jacobson, and Putnam 1993 apply the two-level game logic
to a variety of international negotiations, including the IMF ~Kahler 1993!+
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notes, domestic governments can use these domestic constraints as bargaining
leverage in their international negotiations+ Our empirical results provide support
for these theoretical expectations+ When domestic governments face powerful
labor movements, they leverage this opposition as a bargaining chip in their
negotiations with the IMF+ By recognizing this domestic constraint and impos-
ing less intrusive labor-related conditions, the IMF contributes to the forma-
tion of a larger domestic win-set and consequently a mutually acceptable loan
program+
Our results have important policy implications+ First, additional work on
the number and nature of special interest groups, their reaction to reforms
envisaged in IMF-supported programs, and inclusive negotiation processes
may help the IMF to design better programs and improve their probability
of implementation+95 As some IMF scholars have noted, if countries are
to “own” a program, more than just the government needs to be on board
with it+96 Second, our results suggest that those concerned with the contents
of IMF programs and their effects on labor may be better served by working for
the promotion of democracy than for the reform of the IMF+ Because democrat-
ically elected governments are relatively more responsive to workers and their
economic interests vis-à-vis IMF loan conditions, democratic governments are
more likely to represent workers’ interests when bargaining with the IMF over
the terms of their loan package and consequently may negotiate better deals for
workers+
Work remains to be done to further our understanding of IMF lending and the
role of citizens’ interests in international negotiations+ We have focused exclu-
sively on the impact of domestic interests on conditionality+ However, domestic
interests may also matter for governments’ compliance with IMF loan conditions+
Although we leave the question of compliance for future research, the new data
collected as part of this study may be particularly useful for examining the fre-
quency and distribution of compliance with labor conditions+
A second important area for future study is the effect of IMF programs+
Many previous studies estimate the effects of IMF programs on important
economic outcomes relevant for workers+ However, our research shows that
not all IMF programs contain labor-related conditions; the distribution of
labor reform conditions is neither randomly nor uniformly distributed across
IMF programs+ IMF programs with labor conditions will likely have different
effects than IMF programs without labor conditions+ To accurately estimate the
effect of IMF programs on labor-related outcomes, such as wages, it is necessary
to account for the systematic variation in labor market reform conditions demon-
strated here+
95+ See Boughton and Mourmouras 2004; and Mayer and Mourmouras 2008+
96+ See Mayer and Mourmouras 2002; Ivanova et al+ 2003; Vreeland 2003; Bird and Willett 2004;
Drazen and Isard 2004; and Boughton 2006+
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Appendix
Documents Coded
We coded three types of documents: letters of intent, staff reports, and arrangement letters+
In this study, we focus exclusively on the letters of intent and arrangement letters+
Letters of intent are prepared by the borrower in consultation with the IMF+ They are
usually, but not always, called Memoranda of Economic and Financial Policy+ These doc-
uments present the borrower’s analysis of the economic problems that the country faces
and lays out the policies that it will carry out to address them+
Arrangement letters are essentially the contract for the loan+ They spell out the condi-
tions that a country must meet in order to receive the next loan disbursement+ The terms of
the arrangement letters change over the course of the loan+
For loans of one year in duration, we coded the documents issued at the time of the
initial loan request+ For loans of more than one year in duration, we coded one set of doc-
uments per year, coding the documents that were issued about twelve months after the pre-
viously coded report+ Consequently, we coded all arrangement letters but only a proportion
of letters of intent and staff reports+
Loan Types
We coded the following loan types: standby arrangements, extended arrangements, struc-
tural adjustment and enhanced structural adjustment facilities, and poverty reduction and
growth facility+
Coding of Conditionality
We track four different types of conditionality that are weighted as follows:
• Performance criteria: 4
• Prior actions: 4
• Benchmarks: 3
• Indicative targets: 3
• Soft conditions: 1
Labor Issue Areas
We track nine issue areas and code each level of conditionality for each issue area+ If there
are multiple actions at the same level of conditionality for a particular issue-conditionality
pair in a document, then we count it only once+ If there are performance criteria, bench-
marks, and0or indicative targets in an issue area in a document, then we do not code soft
conditionality for that issue area in that document:
• Public-sector wage levels
• Public-sector employment levels—includes capitalization and outsourcing0
contracting of functions formerly within a public enterprise
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• Privatization—includes reorganization, denationalization, divestiture
• Minimum wages—private sector
• Private-sector wage restraint other than minimum wages
• Social security—reducing social security provisions, including health care, disability
provisions, unemployment insurance, and payroll taxes
• Public pension reforms—reducing costs and changing public pension system
• Labor market flexibility—includes facilitating layoffs, reducing severance pay, the
easing of limitations on fixed-term contracts, the easing of conditions for labor
supply0outsourcing, and rationalization, modernization, deregulation, or other “gen-
eral labor reforms”
• Collective bargaining decentralization
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